Navy Names Bordogna To Head ROTC Unit; Other Officers Chosen

Bordogna To Assume New Position at Drill Today; Doran Is Appointed New Lieutenant Commander

Midshipman Joseph Bordogna has been appointed Midshipman Captain of the University's NROTC Battalion and will assume his new responsibilities at Drill today at Decorator Hall, as will other new midshipman officers.

A senior in the Moore School, Bordogna is president of the Moore School Council and Tau Beta Pi, national engineering society.

Midshipman Edwin Doran, who was appointed as a midshipman last summer, has been named to the rank of Lieutenant Commander and will be a junior in the Midshipman Ensign program at the University of Pennsylvania. He will be a member of the Kappa Epsilon fraternity. Both Doran and Bordogna were promoted during the Fall semester.

Dr. David Doringer, educator, astronomer, and author, will be a keynote speaker at a meeting of the University's Astronomy Club at 4 p.m. in the Main Auditorium. Dr. Doringer is a member of the Space Association and the American Astronomical Society.

The main theme of Dr. Doringer's speech will be on the existence of a true alphabet, at least from the Semitic point of view. The review concludes that the book is a comprehensive, well-conceived, and readable work chiefly archaeological and historical, fields in which he excels.

The book concentrates on a review of the assorted kinds of writing produced by the human race; hieroglyphics, ideograms, syllabaries, and all the variations of the alphabet. It is illustrated with examples of every variation and its evolution.

The review concludes that the book is a comprehensive, well-conceived, and readable work chiefly archaeological and historical, fields in which he excels.

Apo backs Project for Student Health

Alpha Phi Omega, a national service fraternity, will highlight the week's activities of the Student Health Service with a series of events.

The purpose of this party was to introduce the judges to the competition. A free-lance writer by the name of R. E. Haddad, who was born in 1910 in the State of Maine, was one of the judges.

The keynote speaker at the event was Dr. George Haddad, professor of history at the University of Syria, and author of a new book on the history of the Middle East.

Dr. Haddad said that the first goal of the party was to bring together students and faculty in a casual setting.

In his address, he spoke about the importance of the Middle East and its role in today's world.

"Although the influence of the West on the Middle East has been significant," Dr. Haddad said, "the region remains complex and challenging."

"The future of the Middle East is uncertain," he continued. "The region is rich in resources, but also fraught with conflict."

The keynote speaker at the event was Dr. George Haddad, professor of history at the University of Syria, and author of a new book on the history of the Middle East.

Dr. Haddad said that the first goal of the party was to bring together students and faculty in a casual setting.

In his address, he spoke about the importance of the Middle East and its role in today's world.

"Although the influence of the West on the Middle East has been significant," Dr. Haddad said, "the region remains complex and challenging."

"The future of the Middle East is uncertain," he continued. "The region is rich in resources, but also fraught with conflict."

Dr. Haddad is the author of "Syria in the Decade of Change," a book that was published in 1985.


Dr. Haddad also spoke about the importance of understanding the region and its complex history.

"The Middle East is a region of great importance," he said. "It is a region of great diversity, and its history is full of twists and turns."

Dr. Haddad ended his address by thanking the audience for attending the event.

"I hope that you all enjoyed the evening," he said. "I hope that we all learned something and had a great time."
Meet the Players

"Carousel" Company Features Talented, Experienced Actors

by A. Rosenste& and A. C. Pariente

The magnetic personality of Billy Big-

agogue, the male lead in the Pennsylvania

Newspaper, is played by Robert Ragaini. The role of Billy Big-

gagogue is a character who reveals a great deal of

in the story with outward kindness in his

and who does not present his true self until

the very end of the production. In addition to

his activity with the Players, Ragaini also

plays the part of the Beng Pingo.

Harriet Miller As "Julee"

In the production of "Carousel," Harriet

Miller brings a wealth of experiences in musical

production. A recent transfer from Bryn Mawr College, she

has appeared in the "Red Mill," "Nanook Maci-

ella," and "the Fortune Teller" before com-

ing to Pennsylvania. The part of Julee, a

woman, sympathetic and charming 18-year-

old, who refuses to yield in her belief in

Billie requires all the experience and talent

and patience that are necessary. She is a sophomore

in the College for Women and lives in Phila-

phia.

Amy Kurz As "Carrie"

Any Kurz, sophomore in the College

for Women and member of Alpha Chi Omega, plays the role of Carrie

in her first college musical. In addition to her activity with the Players,

she is active in the A Cappella Choir, the Glee Club, and the Choral

Society. When she is not appearing on stage, Kurz is a member of the

Penn Women's Association, and a member of the Campus Glee Club.

Stuart Bardin As "Mr. Snow"

Another excellent performance was

given by Stuart Bardin, a graduating senior. Stuart

has been active in the Penn Players for four years, and he has been

a member of several other campus groups. Bardin's role is that of a

New Englander portrayed in "Carousel." Lemuel Schofield portrays

Mr. Snow, the part of Mr. Snow in this production.

Barbara is a freshman in the College

for Women and lives in Philadelphia. She has appeared in the "Red Mill,"

"Naughty Marietta," "Carousel," and "Fiddler on the Roof." She is a

member of the Pennsylvania Players, the Penn Players, and the Pen

Player's Shakespearean performances last year.

The role of the "Starkeeper," a wise and
tender heart, is played by Barbara

Kurz. Barbara has been active in the Penn Players

for two years, and her performance in "Carousel"

was outstanding. She is also a member of the

Penn Players, and a member of the Penn Players.

Tom Smucker, a freshman in the Fine

Arts School, is properties chairman. He is

a member of the Penn Players, and he

has been active in the Penn Players

for two years.

The role of the "Starkeeper," a wise and
tender heart, is played by Barbara

Kurz. Barbara has been active in the Penn Players

for two years, and her performance in "Carousel"

was outstanding. She is also a member of the

Penn Players, and a member of the Penn Players.

The role of the "Starkeeper," a wise and
tender heart, is played by Barbara

Kurz. Barbara has been active in the Penn Players

for two years, and her performance in "Carousel"

was outstanding. She is also a member of the

Penn Players, and a member of the Penn Players.

by Michael Everett and Joel Biwirtz, both

sophomores in the School of Fine Arts. Most

of the scenery represents an imaginat-

ive and realistic conception of a typical

New England town.

The big problem in the scenery was,

"Carousel," the moving carousel that plays an

tentral role in the story. The problem was

solved by a group effort, and the result is

revealing just what the answer is.

A Major Problem

Lighting "Carousel" is a major problem, and

for many in one of the important facets of production. John

Girard, a member of the Moore School

charge of this department. Among the

efforts to achieve this goal was the

a gauze screen—with the

lights..."Barney and Alice Menestrene, of

both College for Women students, and

Menestrene, one of the college women's

exclusive, high-quality cigarette filters.

He is responsible for the various groups necessary for the production.

Yardley brings you months and months of shaving luxury—London style

From London, the world's center of fashion for men, comes

the Yardley Shaving Bowl. This distinguished soap—imported

from England and packaged in America—should give

you up to six months of shaving luxury. The rich lather

wills the beard, soothes the face and softens the skin

without a trace of irritation. As our range of

Murray delicatessen.

Excellent Sandwiches

On Haverford Avenue

Select your favorite, for we offer

in a variety of irresistible fillings.

Unusual taste combinations—fabulous

flavors to tantalize the taste buds.

The Pashley Shaving Bowl is

a fine example of modern

style and function, designed

with the visiting Englishmen

in mind. The bowl is of

porcelain, and the handle is

ornamented with the

Yardley coat of arms.
Quaker Baseball Squad Cut to 26; Bad Weather Forces Team Inside

McClain & McCall

The Quaker Baseball Squad Cut to 26; Bad Weather Forces Team Inside

The Daily Pennsylvanian

McClain & McCall

Cricket Team Holds Practice

The cricket club, which recently gained University sanction, has been holding practice for the past three weeks at River Pilot B in preparation for the start of the season.

At the present time only three games have been definitely scheduled—Lower Merion Cricket Club Association and Cornell. The latter defeated the Quakers last season. Athletics department officials are currently in the process of working out arrangements with other universities to increase the size of the schedule to at least seven matches.

Balt vows to return; one club will be eliminated, who are interested, to come out for the club. Experienced players are desired, but it is not a prerequisite.

There is strong competition for all positions on the starting eleven with the exception of cricketers, who are selected by coach and captain of the club, Dan Breen.

George Mungo, Director of Physical Education, will serve as faculty advisor to the cricket club, and will have a similar position last year.

Managerial Board

There will be a meeting of the manager board tonight at seven in the Franklin Society Room.

Wrestling

There will be a combined meeting of the freshman and the junior wrestling teams tonight at seven in the Franklin Society Room.

I-M Track Postponed

The annual spring athletic event, the I-M track meet, originally scheduled for tomorrow at 4 p.m. on Franklin Field, has been postponed due to heavy rain.

DEADLINE APRIL 1ST

Auto Tags

Leasees Permits

Richard B. Byran

Certified Public Accountant

Notary Public

Only Central City Jewish Restaurant

282 Quince Street

Between 11 and 12 on Walnut Street

Dave Shore's

Steaks-Chops

PE 5-7545

"Finest Food In Philadelphia"

Sports Weekend

The semi-final playoffs of the Inter-Fraternity Bowling League began today, as Theta Chi and Tau Epsilon Phi won their games to enter the I-F finals.

Theta Chi, led by Vern Schmuck, who scored 201, 191, and 157 for a 549 series and Tori Mort et al., who rolled 168, 160, 215—543, defeated Alpha Epsilon Pi 4-0.

Gary Bierman headed Tau Epsilon Phi with 234, 211, and 157 in a 592-444 victory over Kappa Xi. TEP was first in the regular season standings in the Blue League with a 4-0 record, 2-3 of the best compiled since I-F competition began.

The White League and Blue League have also completed their regular season play and will start semi-final competition this week.

The top four teams in the White League, Pi Lambda Phi, Phi Rappah Phlata, Beta Sigma Kho, and Phi Gamma Delta will meet to determine which two will enter the playoff finals, as will Lambda Chi Alpha, Delta Upsilon, Beta Theta Phi, and Phi Alpha in the Blue League.

The winner of the final playoff series will be determined by a round robin tournament comprising the six top teams in the league. Two teams from each of the three divisions, as selected by the semi-final playoffs, will make up the final round. The winner will be declared Inter-Fraternity Champion and will be held at present by Tau Epsilon Phi.

LOCALE MOVIE GUIDE

LOCAL MOVIE GUIDE

Nixon 1st & 8th, Box 8 7-8791

Mat. at 1:15 Mon. from 7

7R BALCONY SEATS 49c

Last day of My Heart

TICKETS

YOU'VE HAD YOUR

DEEP IN MY HEART

3rd Ave. & W. 73rd St.

200 TERRY

TAMARA

IT'S A GREAT DREAM!

DOUGLAS LEHR

DEEP IN MY HEART

Jane Fonda

Helen Hayes

George Peppard

Kathryn

Rosemary Clooney

"THE ROCKET MAN"

C. Dobie & C. B. Eubanks

State 53rd & Cheston Street

Open till 10 P.M.

NOW SHOWING!

Community and Technical Services

"SILVER STAR"

Locust 2nd & Cheston Street

E. Taylor • Y. Johnson

"THE LAST TIME I SAW PAPA"

Richard Burton

"PRINCE OF PLAYERS"

Byrd 1st & Quince Street

E. G. Robinson

Barbara Stanwyck

"VIOLENT MEN"

"A BULLETIN IS WAITING"

E. G. Robinson

Barbara Stanwyck

"I'M NOT READY"

Richard Burton
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"I'M NOT READY"

I've got a lot to say but there's not enough time to say it.

We make it ourselves with heavy, dairy-fresh Cream And juicy, FRESH Strawberries!

202 Quince Street

Dallas

Wellington

"A GIRL FOR JOE"

Apollon 112 & Gildon St. 3-4513

15c a portion

We make it ourselves with heavy, dairy-fresh Cream And juicy, FRESH Strawberries!

Horn & Hardart

Restaurants

"The Public Appreciates Quality"

ORDER YOUR

1955 RECORD THIS WEEK

Price Raises From $6.88

After Friday, March 25

ORDERS TAKEN:

Bartlett Hall—Info Desk & 4th Room

Dietrich Hall—Opposite Lecture Halls

Bennett Hall—Front Hall

SAVE $2

Dear Mr. Smith,

I would like to order the following items from Horn & Hardart Restaurants for the week of March 25-31:

1. Breakfast: 1 egg, 1 toast, and 1 cup of coffee
2. Lunch: 1 sandwich on white bread with turkey and cheese
3. Dinner: 1 large pasta dish with Italian dressing

Total cost: $10.50

Please let me know if there are any changes or additional items I should consider.

Thank you for your attention.

Sincerely,

[Your Name]
Refresher Course Given in April
For Retired Registered Nurses

Registered nurses who have been out of nursing and would like to resume practice will have the opportunity to do so at the University’s School of Nursing, beginning April 12, the University announced.

The course will provide instruction in new drugs and techniques and other professional advances, and the interested nurse who applies by April 8 will be able to start in time.

Dr. Theresa J. Lynch, dean of the School of Nursing, has indicated that the program will cover the subjects of physicals and mental health, nutrition and foods, social factors, and administration.

Archaeologist and Rodger Huths
To Speak at Hellen Thrus.

(Continued from Page One)
Could find Chinese sites, adventurers and the "philosopher." In this particular, traveler, trying to instruct others to his previou

Dr. Digirin’s visit to the United States was made through the invitation of Har- son Museum and the Hebrew Union College. The Beth Hillel Foundations are cooperating with these institutions in making his visit possible.

Dr. Digirin received his formal education at Cambridge University and University of Florence. He has served on the faculties of Cambridge, Oxford, London, and Manchester Universities.

15 Penn Students Attend Government Conference

In the spring of this year, 15 students representing 11 colleges and universities in Pennsylvania are visiting Washington, D.C., as the result of a program sponsored by the Pennsylvania Student Assembly.

Among the students were 15 Pennsylvania students.

The students formed several committees and will work on the full agenda in the interest of the group. The work will be guided by a bill to mobilize the Pennsylvania Student Assembly in Pennsylvania.

Menu
Lunch 11:30-2:00
Baked Sugar Cured Ham
Dinner 5:30-7:00
Breaded Veal Cutlet

Houston Hall

The following men have been elected to the Debate Council: Frederick Brodie, John Wanamaker, Theodore Peters, Morley Phinney, Robert Donahue, Martin Wulenske, and Paul  

WXPN Program Schedule
1:00 News Bulletin
2:00 Spots
3:00 Sports Bulletin
4:00 Spots
5:00 Spots

Meet at your collegiate rendezvous ... in midst of Manhattan

• Congenial College Crowd
• Dancing to Guy Lombardo in the Nightclub
• Excellent Restaurants and Cocktail Lounge
• Attractive, reasonable accommodations

You'll feel at home on your next week-end or holiday in New York if you stay at the hotel Roosevelt. Conveniently close to theatres, shops and entertainment areas, the Roosevelt is the logical location for your accommodations and friendly atmosphere is the natural place for students to stay.

SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
$4.50 Single with bath
$5.50 Single with bath
$6.50 per person per day
On one in a room

Roosevelt

In the heart of New York City at Madison and 46th Streets

in the Roosevelt

Plan Now for Executive Course in RETAILING

Unique one-year course back in Master’s degree. Specialized training for today’s buyer. No examinations. No afternoons in class. Top placement positions, sales of hundreds of dollars, liberal salaries. Opportunities for executives, salesmen, department store buyers and others. Easiest way to specialize. Complete information. Applications received immediately.

1000 CHESTNUT STREET (between Broad and 15th St.)

FOR COLLEGE MEN WHO WISH TO TAKE SUMMER JOBS IN ATLANTIC CITY—Beau only $11 is all you need, count to himself. Contact Mr. Albrecht, 100 W. Pennsylvania Road, Allentown, Pa.

Here’s Your Wig for Spring!

Take a classic bootee designer, hand-cut the leather from finest Shell Cordovan, mold it over a cast of your own head, and deliver it to you before the new season of British last, and you’ve got our Cromwell! As fashionable, comfortable and personally popular a bristle as ever ends down town, we have the satisfaction of meeting a demand of the day.

The deep glow of Cromwell’s burnished leather lends richness to your favorite coat or suit. It is the key note of today’s dress. Your clothes are a significant part of you, and your hair is a significant part of your face. Your hair is the one part of your appearance that you have control over. The Cromwell is a shape---long on looks and wide on style! Try it on today. You couldn’t ask for four more dollars.

We carry a full line of fine Hand-Cut Leather Men’s and Women’s Wigs.

Wig and Hair

1410 CHESTNUT STREET (between Broad and 15th St.)
AT PRINCETON: The University Store
AT NEW HAVEN: The Yale Over
AND AT OTHER LEADING COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES

CLASSIFIED ADS

OPTICAL REPAIRS—Prescriptions filled, rim and lens repairs, glasses repaired and replaced, frames and lenses adjusted. To visit or talk about your present or new glasses, call FAY 6444, or FAY 6449.

CLASSICAL MUSIC INSTRUCTOR
Soprano-Tenor student. Also gives lessons. Call SING 2400.

MODERN APARTMENT—For some Knolls, living room, two beds, heat, hot water. Available. Call FAY 6444.

RETIREMENT MANAGEMENT THER-
ARY—New V.P. shop done, student room space available, superior typing, proofing, editing. Fast, accurate, reliable. 2364 Waverly.
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